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Abstract: With the development of the digital information technology, the storage and real-time 

transmission of massive data volume greatly promote the development of technologies of data 

compression, and propel applications of digital compression technology forward in various fields. 

This paper classifies main compression algorithms and introduces applications of compression 

technology in biomedicine and computer, etc. With the deepening of the research on compression 

technology, development of various combination compression techniques and adaptive methods has 

become a popular hot topic. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Data compression [1-3] is the process of transforming raw data into compressed data with the purpose 

of reducing redundancy in source data. According to the different ideas, different types and different 

effects, data compression can be can be divided into different compression methods, mainly for the 

adaptive compression and adaptive compression, lossy compression and lossless compression, 

symmetrical compression and asymmetric severe compression, etc. The segmentation can be divided 

into statistical method, wavelet method, dictionary method, image compression method, video 

compression method and audio compression method and so on. 

The current mainstream compression method is divided into lossless compression and lossy 

compression. Lossless compression [4] utilizes statistical redundancy of data to compress. The theory 

of redundancy of data statistics is limited to 2:1 to 5:1, so the compression ratio of lossless 

compression is generally lower. This kind of method is widely used in the text data, programs, and 

special applications which accurately require to store data such as image data compression, usually 

the lossless compression coding methods include shannon - he coding, Huffman coding and 

arithmetic coding, dictionary compression coding, etc. 

The lossy compression method [5] utilizes the characteristics of human vision, hearing to image, and 

certain frequency components in sound, which allows the loss of certain information in the process of 

compression. Although the original data cannot be fully recovered, the loss of the original image has 

less impact on the understanding of the original image, resulting in a larger compression ratio. Lossy 

compression is widely applied in speech, image and video data compression, according to the 
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application field, lossy compression coding is divided into image compression coding, video 

compression coding, audio compression coding. Currently, common data compression coding 

techniques include pulse code modulation, quantitative method, predictive encoding, transformation 

encoding, vector optimization, subband coding, fractal coding, and model coding. 

The research on compression coding technology has attracted wide attention from foreign scholars, 

and they have proposed some improved compression methods in different fields. J Bartrina-Rapesta 

et al. [6] introduced a context arithmetic encoder for board data compression, using only bit operation 

to estimate the correlation probability and thus consume very few resources. Daniel Yunge et al. [7] 

proposed a technique of using multi-code, which reduced the computational complexity, saved 

energy and improved the compression ratio. Neelava Sengupta et al. [8] introduced a new temporal 

coding framework to precisely control the compression and quality of signal reconstruction by tuning 

the hyper-parameters. Rajit Karmakar et al. [9] proposed a data compression technology of thermal 

perception test which based on dictionary encoding, and a large amount of test data is stored by 

weighing the compression ratio and the chip temperature. 

Simultaneously, domestic scholars also carried out in-depth research on compression technology. Bo 

Dai et al. [10] proposed a high-fidelity data compression method based on differential detection and 

operation length encoding, which effectively reduced the data volume and computational complexity. 

Entao liu et al. [11] proposed a scheme based on online dictionary learning, which promoted the 

compression of communication. Ji-jiun Ding et al. [12] proposed five new techniques to further 

improve the performance of CAAC, so that the frequency table rapidly converges to the real 

probability distribution, thus improving the coding efficiency. 

2. RESEARCH DIRECTION 

2.1 Transformation based Compression Algorithm 

For the study of spectra, spectral images can be divided into multispectral, hyperspectral and 

ultra-high spectra according to the spectral channel number and spectral resolution. The compression 

coding of hyperspectral images can save the channel capacity and storage capacity occupied during 

transmission, thus improving the efficiency of processing, transmission and storage. 

For the study of spectral data, the current foreign scholars have made a series of improvements, 

Chaitanya k. Mididoddi et al.[13]studied the data compression problem of high-throughput optical 

time stretching, and used the compression sensing method to test the spectral sparsity of the coded 

optical pulse spectrum, and realized the axial scanning of high traffic flow. Jakob Spiegelberg et 

al.[14]studied the accurate estimation and continuous quantitative analysis of background signals in 

electric eel spectra using data compression technology. Ruslan Yuzkiv et al.[15]proposed a 

transformation based coding compression method for remote sensing hyperspectral data. Compared 

with the hierarchical JPEG algorithm with the same mean square recovery error, the compression 

ratio is larger. Domestic researchers also correspondingly improved scheme: Hairong Wang 

etc.[16]proposed a detriment of the multispectral data compression based on sparse representation 

method, reducing the costs of transmission and computing needs of the dictionary training. 

For hyperspectral compression, it is generally realized by using transform (K-L) transform or discrete 

cosine transform (DCT) transform [17] and its improvement scheme. In general,  K - L transform 

theory is the best, its main principle is to organize data through transformation, making the image 
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energy is relatively concentrated to a few coefficient, while the rest of the coefficient values only has 

very little energy, in this way, data compression can be achieved by inhibiting the small coefficient of 

energy. 

Nowadays, the method of wavelet transform is of great concern. Because the wavelet transform 

(WT)[18] has a multi-resolution property, the coefficients obtained by wavelet transform have good 

distribution characteristics in the airspace and frequency domain, therefore, the compression 

performance of various image compression techniques using wavelet transform is better than that of 

traditional DCT. The clustering of hierarchical tree (SPIHT) algorithm [19] is still one of the best 

performance algorithms. The SPIHT method is an efficient wavelet transform domain coding method 

based on the embedded wavelet zero tree (EZW) coding method. It inherits EZW's quadtree data 

structure, embedded code flow, partial ordering, group quantization idea, at the same time, and it also 

developed the method of rapidly implementing partial sorting through collection division and using 

the decision information to form the "execution path". The transformation coefficient can be restored 

at the decoding end according to the same "execution path", with no needing of the location 

information of the coefficients and  the output code stream can be directly encoded. RongChoi Lee et 

al. [20] proposed a new method based on wavelet transform to encode ECG data compression system, 

and a new modified hierarchical tree (MSPIHT) algorithm was used to generate absolute data values. 

Jorge Cormane et al. [21] proposed a transformation based pulse compression algorithm, using 

wavelet transform to reduce redundancy by estimating the spectral shape and entropy. Shaurya 

Agarwal et al.[22]studied the application of wavelet transform to traffic data compression. For the 

one-dimensional arrangement, the various wavelet and decomposition levels are studied and 

analyzed. The embedded zero tree wavelet and hierarchical tree algorithm are used to compress the 

image data of 2d and 3d data. 

2.2 Quantization based Compression Algorithm 

In the field of data compression, quantization is mainly used in two aspects: 1. If the compressed data 

is a large value, quantization is used to convert it to a small value. Small Numbers take up less space 

than large ones, so quantification produces compression. On the other hand, small Numbers usually 

contain less information than large ones, so quantification is lossy compression.2. If compressed data 

is analog quantity, quantization is used to digitize it to a small number. The smaller the number, the 

better the quantization effect, but the greater the loss of information. Quantization is divided into 

scalar quantization and vector quantization. The difference is whether the variable is discrete or 

continuous. 

In recent years, vector quantization [23] has become an important technology for speech recognition, 

speech coding and image compression. It has the advantages of large compression ratio and fast 

coding speed, so its importance and application are gradually increasing and expanding. In general, 

after wavelet transform of speech or image, vector quantization is used to compress data. In particular, 

after the image is decomposed by wavelet, the correlation exists between a low-frequency band data 

and the wavelet image coefficients of multiple high frequency band data in spatial position and 

content. Vector quantization technology can not only make full use of the correlation between wavelet 

image coefficients, but also get higher compression ratio under less distortion. 
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Abdolhossein Fathi et al. [24] proposed a new compression algorithm based on wavelet packet 

transform (WPT), which is an important subband and applied subband correlation quantization 

algorithm. Literature [25] studied a transformation method based on the constraint of quantitative 

transformation domain was introduced to image compression based on block, these pixel 

interpolation is optimized to provide better overall quality for reconstructed images. Mu Xu et al. [26] 

proposed a data compression algorithm based on fast statistics, which reduced the quantization 

number of the mobile terminal based on the optical fiber carrier frequency, with low complexity and 

high quality. 

2.3 Energy Consumption based Compression Algorithm 

Energy consumption has always been a hot issue. For compression, the ultimate goal is to reduce the 

amount of data transmitted. The wavelet compression algorithm mainly focuses on improving the 

efficiency of data compression, and does not take into account the influence of the location of wavelet 

coefficients on network energy consumption. The literature [27] in terms of image information, when 

the image is decomposed by wavelet, the energy of the image is distributed in different subbands, and 

the low-frequency energy is mainly concentrated in the LL subband, while the high-frequency energy 

is distributed in other subbands. 

Energy consumption is a large proportion of data compression in wireless sensor network 

[28].Because the wireless sensor network has limited resources, the node is small, the energy that can 

be carried by itself is limited, and the wireless sensor network is normally distributed in places where 

human beings cannot reach, so there is no way to implement the energy update. Therefore, reducing 

energy consumption and extending the service life of network become the most core technical 

challenge of wireless sensor network, so it is necessary to consider the energy consumption of nodes 

when compression algorithm is used to compress data. 

For wireless sensor networks, Jun Min Yi et al. [29] proposed a scheme to compress data and expand 

transmission distance by using the charge capacity of residual energy over each node battery. By 

estimating the amount of energy obtained and the workload of the relay node, the node selects the 

more efficient method between data compression and transmission range extension. Thus, the 

workload of the relay node is reduced, the interruption time of all nodes is reduced, and the data 

throughput is improved. 

The unbalanced characteristics of network energy consumption further arouse scholars' research on 

the energy consumption problem of self-adaptation. Using adaptive energy and coding technology 

has become the key to save energy and prolong network life. Adaptive coding technology, which is 

constantly updating the code tree, literature [30] used the adaptive Huffman coding algorithm to 

encode the difference of two consecutive perceptive data. Adaptive coding technology, which is 

constantly updating the code tree, literature [30] used the adaptive Huffman coding algorithm to 

encode the difference of two consecutive perceptive data, guaranteeing the shortest coding of the 

difference of the highest frequency at any time and saving the node energy. Adaptive energy, refers to 

the fitness of choice, for neural data, Mohammed Ashraf, etc. [31] proposed a collected energy 

adaptive high resolution nerve (PANDCA) data compression algorithm  based on available energy 

budget adjustments to achieve maximum SNDR. 
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2.4 Feature Extraction based Compression Algorithm 

In terms of image, texture detection and feature extraction of images [32], and then analysis and study 

of extracted texture, this is the basis of current pattern recognition, image retrieval and computer 

vision. Using the similarity between data to compress image and other data information is a hot topic 

in current research. At present, scholars at home and abroad make certain compression algorithms for 

different data. They not only for image texture extraction model and algorithm of continuous 

innovation, also study other aspects of the data information fully to excavate the use of the similarity 

between the feature extraction and data to compress the data, reducing redundancy. 

In the literature [33], a novel texture feature extraction algorithm is proposed based on the wavelet 

energy texture feature of compressed bitstream, the compression bit code can be divided into three 

types, and the energy value can be calculated. Bo Mao et al. [34] achieve a reasonable balance 

between improving system performance and improving space efficiency. An elastic data compression 

scheme called EDC is proposed, which can be realized by using data compression and access strength 

characteristics. Weigang Li [35]analyzes the performance characteristics of the compression work 

load of the pipeline, and develops a new hardware acceleration method, which effectively compresses 

the DNA sequence and reduces the computation time and CPU utilization. Literature [36] introduced 

an improved SEM-PCA based on feature extraction algorithm and its microchip implementation 

method to compress multi-channel local field potential (LFP) and peak data. J.M. Lillo - Castellano 

[37] for the onset of arrhythmia research field, used data compression technology to determine 

tightness between events, through the similarity will be used as kernel to design a statistical classifier 

and designed the statistical classifier by using previous similarities as the kernel. C Yang and J 

Chen[38] proposed a scalable data compression based on the similarity between the partition data 

blocks based on cloud computing, and used the similarity between partitioned data blocks. 

3. APPLICATION OF COMPRESSION TECHNOLOGY 

At present, the data compression technology can effectively reduce the size of the data in the process 

of transmission, reduce data redundancy, achieve the goal of saving bandwidth and energy, and 

therefore is widely used in image information processing, biomedical, computer technology and so 

on.For some specific applications, as follows: 

In terms of image information processing, according to the characteristics of multi-band of 

hyperspectral remote sensing images [39], combining with various compression algorithms such as 

prediction, multi-scale transformation, dictionary learning sparse representation and CS theory, the 

transmission and storage efficiency of hyperspectral remote sensing data is improved. The image 

coding technology of digital consumer record [40] illustrates the relationship between the specific 

record and the signal encoding; Data compression of binary graphics mode [41], using DF encoding 

is more effective than traditional compression coding. 

In biomedicine, real-time compression ultrasonic images [42] can be transmitted through multiple 

ISDN lines, clinical diagnosis of various diseases and pathological states, and specialist consultation 

and education are provided within a certain distance. By considering the results obtained from 

different biomedical signals [43], a combination compression algorithm was adopted. Using The 

error and maximum error value of the most acceptable refactorings to achieve a significant 

compression ratio and ensure real-time monitoring of important signals. Based on the optimized 
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medical data compression technology [44], a large number of medical data is collected and sent to the 

base station by the node of the wireless dedicated network, improving data quality and extended 

network life. 

For the compression of hardware data cache, despite the development and maturity of computer and 

communication technology, the problem of too long communication time and energy consumption 

are still further resolved. Using data compression to optimize the design of MLC STT-RAM cache 

[45] improved the system performance of the workload and saved energy consumption. Using data 

compression of the GPU registration file to improve the power efficiency, the width of the register file 

read-write operation and the energy required to access the register file are reduced [46].On mobile 

flash memory, using data compression [47],Based on the data compression characteristics of mobile 

applications to rapidly predict the compression ratio of incoming data, selectively compresses data of 

the high and low compression ratio to improve the service life of flash memory. 

Although compression factor, sparsity, compression speed and compression gain are fully considered, 

compression technology shows strong compression performance in different aspects. However, there 

are still many technical problems that need to be further addressed. In terms of application, it is 

necessary to consider the practical application value at the same time. For the cost and actual utility of 

compression or incompressibility, some trade-offs must be made. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Data compression technology is widely used in various fields of our life, such as image processing, 

biomedicine, computer and communication technology etc. Whether it is for some suitable text data 

or compression method of image data, the purpose is to reduce the redundancy of data to realize the 

input of shorter data stream, however, the reduction in redundancy can be accompanied by a decrease 

in reliability, which makes the data more error-prone. According to domestic and foreign research 

literatures, scholars mostly adopt some statistical methods (coding technology), wavelet transform, 

quantization, energy consumption and feature extraction, for specific aspects, the data compression 

algorithm is improved to achieve better compression results. 

In the case of the compression of computer network transmission data, it is an urgent problem that the 

code cannot be optimized in time, but the current compression algorithm can only be optimized from 

the classical selection, in addition, in the process of data compression, the external problems such as 

the limited network bandwidth resources, the stability of the channel transmission quality, the safety 

of the transmission and other issues also affect the authenticity of the data and the compression effect. 

In practical applications, in addition to the computer data transmission, there are other aspects of 

external impact and own some compression algorithm optimization problem, at present the 

application of some combination of technology and adaptive processing method have become a 

viable option. 

Therefore, on the basis of existing research, it is necessary to further improve the actual data 

compression algorithm and strengthen the research on some combination techniques and adaptive 

methods. To study the robustness and accuracy of compression algorithm and model, considering 

more optimized algorithm to promote the application of compression technology in various fields. 
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